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The interaction between a risk-neutral principal and agent is

explored in which the agent's information is better than that of the

principal both before and after a contract is agreed upon. It is

shown that, in contrast to the case in which precontractual informa-

tion is symmetric, the final contract between the principal and the

agent will usually not be ex post Pareto efficient. The properties

of the optimal (set of) contract(s) is derived in detail, and it is

shown that the qualitative such properties may vary depending upon

whether the random state of nature follows a continuous or a discrete

distribution.
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1. ITR~ODUCTPION

erincipai~-en literature e:xplores tane L.nY teraction betwleen two

ec i res, a prinlcipal and a:n agent. The former owns a productive

te1hnology which requires as an input the effort of the latter. The saiient

fear:e of most models in this literature is that the principal can observe

neither the level cf effort expended by the agent in production nor the

realization of a random state of nature, 0, which affects the agent's pro-

duciv . Thus, any (non-renewable, single-period) contract between the

two partes must specify payments to the agent as a function of the only

observable variable, the value of the output which ensues from production.

One striking result in the literature holds that if a principal and

risk-neutral agent initially share the same beliefs about the distribution

of 6, and if the agent (alone) can observe the actual realization of 6 before

choosing his le ..el of effort, then .espite the principal's limited i.nforma-

tion he can (and, in order to maximize his expected utility, will) design

a contract which induces the agent to act so as to realize an outcome which

is Pareto efficient in the particular state of nature that does occur, what-

ever that state might b. (See, for eaaple, Harris and Raviv [1979],

Holmstrom [1979], and Shavell [19793. )

It is the. purpose of this research to demonstrate that this result

deends crcilyupon the assumption of precontractual symmetry of beliefs.

To the , broad class of informational environments are presented in

i ' 'a.s optial stracgy will induce a risk-neutral agent who

posses+3 er-e iformation (in the sense of Blackwell [1951]) than the
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principal to act so as t6 realize an inefficient outcome in some states of

nature. In other words, the "optimal" contract (from the point of view of

the principal) will not be an efficient one.

The analysis begins in Section 2 with a formal statement of the model

the is analyzed here. Special emphasis is awarded the nature of the

on asynnetry between principal and risk-neutral agent. Some

r,*narks concerning the relation of this model to others in the literature

are also offered in this section. Then in Section 3 it is proved that

the final contract between principal and agent may not be efficient,

whether the random state of nature follows a continuous or discrete

distribution. However, a specification of the conditions which are

necessary and sufficient to guarantee that the two parties do agree to

an efficient contract is also offered in this section. The conditions

a sown to differ systematically depending upon whether.G follows a

continuous or a discrete distribution.

In the following section, stochastic dominance of distributions is

defined, and its economic importance discussed. Furthermore, it is shown

that when only two distributions of . are possible and they stand in a

relation of stochastic dominance, inefficient contracts between principal

and risk-neutral agent will be observed almost always. An intuitive

explanation of all of these findings is offered in Section 5 bef ore

conch lusions are dran in Section 6.

. ~ 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

~1einteraction btLweenl principal arnd agent to be considered here is

as follows. The principal owns a productive technology that requires as

an input the ef fort, a, of a risk-neutral agent. Thle functional for~m of
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this technology, which is known to both principal and agent, is x =X (a, 9),
where x is the value of output produced and e is the realization of a

random state of nature. At no time can the principal observe- either a

or 0.

The random state of nature may follow any one of D possible distri-

butions. When a contract between principal and agent must be signed,

the principal's knowledge of the actual distribution is characterized by

a non-degenerate prior defined over these D distributions. The agent,

however, has learned of the actual distribution by this time. Thus, the

agent' s information is better in the sense of Blackwell [19511 and the

principal is aware of this fact. Consequently, the work of Harris and

Townsend [1981] justifies the conclusion that the optimal strategy for

the principal is to design at most D distinct contracts (that specify

-lar payment; s, to the agent as .a function of the value of output

produced) from which the agent is permitted to make a binding choice.

The rationale behind this strategy is that if the contracts are designed

appropriately, the -agent can be induced to use his private information

under some distributions to select contracts that the principal would

prefer (if he also knew the actual distribution) to the single contract

that the principal will design in the absence of any better information

about the aaldistribution of 0.

fter th:e agent crooses a contract, he observes the actual realization

of 2, d E~an _eie how much effort to uupply in the product ion process.

His level oefrt will be selected to maximize his utility function, de-

fined as U^^(s,a) = s - v(n) where v'(a) > 0. Given knowledge of the tech-

nology and the realization of 0, the agent's choice of an effort level is
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_ _ L -e t te coie o. avalua for : - hence, theagent' s utiliy

runtio ?cam berewitten as L; :SK) =s - w(x , )where w(x,3 is the

doll ar v t u e of the di sutility to the age~nt of producing in state £ .

It s ssuned 2thmat for all non-negative values of x and 6, w0(:. , G) < 0,

V1.7>> , w.x )>0, ndw (x,)<0, where subscripts indicate

par a d r iv a tiv es (<< ich. are assumed to be continuo us in both x and °) .

These in qualities are assuraed to hold as strict inequalities for all x > 0.

It is also assumed that w (0,O81} < 1 where O6 > 0 is the smallest value of

en dis t ibut ion. This lattermost assumption ensures that even in
V L a.Lthe least:pr oduct ive state, the agent can produce somne positive level of

output wchile incurring a personal disutility which is strictly less than

the value of that cutput. The other assumptions suggest that 6 can be

interpreted as a productivity parameter, where higher values of 6 corres-

^.od t o states %:1 which the agent is more roductive and in which his

o+suLL+ tV rom addi tional efr nrae esrpdy

The collar value of any output produced by the agent is defined by

the rincipa? s uility function, which is representec-d as up(") = x -

Hence, the pr incipal;, too, is assumed to ba riski neutral in order to

abstract fro e the risk:-sharing considerations * ten e...,..ored in the

principal-azent literat ur e.

Giv;n the narur-e of the informational asym.metry, the principal s problem

can =- . _y once the distributions of 0 are characterized. if
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A- ;-r .~ :(Pr- C)

(IR) frC d (r)) -- \; (X(G,C)]f (de > 0

dcidddr
{sB S (x(0)) - 7(xd(a),5)]f c(0)60 > j[s1(xr()) - e,)f (s)d

(sSu) x(0) = argm:ax s (x')-w(x' ,0)
xt

where r = probabir y that the actual distribution is f (0),

., ±)= value of output produced by the agent in state 0 under contract

sd (x) , and

where all integrals ar e defined over the interval [0 ,o6].

J-f, on th-'-e other hand, 0 can take on any one of n possible values

< to 0 u'ier each of D possi: _st^ ut ons, the principal's probleTn,
n

(PA--D) , is to

Maximize
x,) S

subject to:

a ~ 9 [i -=1i

(PA-D)

(IR)

(Ss)

.dd ci

Lp[s -w(x.0)

1 - 1 ? 1 1

> p , s , - c( ,
= 1 1 1 1

T'r,=l1..,

VTi, j -l, ,.. ,n 'for ec i 1
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;here =p.robability that 0 = . under distribution d,

value of output produced by the agent in state 0. under contract

s"(x), and

dd,
s'~-=payment to the agent for producing under contract s 0 (x).

Thezindivi&ual rationality (IR) constraints guarantee that any contract

selected by the agent provides him with a level of expected utility that

(we,~L7) exceeds his (known) reservation level, which is normalized at zero.

The (~5) constrain:s guarantee self-selection between contracts, i.e., they

d
are sufficient to ensure that the agent selects contract sd(x) when he

observes the d-th distribution of 0. The (SSW) constraints ensure self-

selection within any contract sd (x), i.e., they guarantee that the agent will

Al

produSce x (r) in state 0.

Finally, a definition of the fcllwing concepts is important for the

ensuing analysis:

Definition: An eff icient contract is one that induces the agent to

Droduce the value of output x*(a) that is (ex post Pareto) efficient

in the particular state that is realizet', whatever that state might

be.

Defintrn: A olin contract is one in which. the agent is induced to

ce es value of output in more than one state.

- - - -- : cvealing contrac2t is onem that, whe~n :elec bd by

et reveals no information about the true distribution of

Definition: A set of contracts is revealin if the principal can infer

the true distribution of C by the agent's choice of a contract from

this set.
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Before the solutions' to (PA--C) and (PA-D) are. explored in Section 3,

the.se odels are briefly compared to others in the principal-agent literature

that are concernad with information asymmetry. Earris and Townsend [1931]

present a fairly general formul-ation of the interaction among agents who

are asynn^ etrically informed about various aspects of their environment.

Althugh> their analysis of the principal-agent model assures that the

principal knows (only) the true distribution of 0 while the agent knows

the actual realization of 0 before contracting, their results concerning

the cp:tuiality of "'direct mechanisms" are sufficiently general to permit

the conclusion that, in the model considered in this paper, it is indeed

(Pareto--) optimal for the agent to choose from among a set of contracts

offered by the principal.

The form of information asymmetry examined by Holmstrom [1979) is

pst-contractual in nature, since, when a contract is agreed upon in his

l the principal and agent share symmetric beliefs about the distribu-

tion of e. It is only after the contract is signed (but before the agent

chooses an effort level) that the agent (only) observes a signal which is

correlated with the true state of nature that will ultimately be realized.

Bolmstron's model, then, is similar to those of Harris and Raviv [1979]

and Sappington [1982]. None of these models incorporates precontractual

inforna ti= rn asy metry.

The works of Green [1979] and Green and Stokey [1980a, b], though,

da e ide-as z:ects of precontractual information asymmetry in some

detail, in :their nodels, the principal- and agent initially share symrmetric

belier-fs concerning the distribution of 0, but the agent (only) observes a

signal which provides him w.ith better knowledge (in the sense of Blackwell

[1951]) of the true distribution before a contract is signed. Aware of



this fact, the principal announces. what (possibly random) action he will

take for any signal that the agent claims to have observed. After the

agent' s rcport is received and before the state of nature is observed,

t:e princiual under takes his promised action.

The important differences between the model considered here and those

of Green [19793 and Green and Stokey [1980b] warrant brief elaboration.

First, the latter models are more general in that they permit the principal

to psue a mixed strategy, while the principal is assumed to follow a

pure strategy in the present analysis. It can be shown though, that the

major conclusions of this research are unaltered if the principal pursues

a mixed strategy. (For details, see Sappington [1980b]).

Second, in the model analyzed in this paper, the principal's choice

of payment schedules (contracts) is unrestricted, since any arbitrary

on of x may serve as a contract between principal and agent. In

the other models, however, the principal' s choice of actions must be from

among a finite set of actions which is specified exogenously. Consequently,

the sensitivity of the final equilibria to the presumed form of the principal's

action sp;ace (which is noted and explored by Creen [1979] and Green and

a
Stokey [1980a, b]) is avoided in this paper.

One other difference between the analyses is the fact that the model

considered here e:-:picitly incorporates both precontractual and post-contrac-

tual irforna:ion asynmmetry. The lat ter asymmetry arises because the agent

-. -al is bl to observe the state of nature befora an1

action is chsg Hence, questions regarding the cx post efficiency of

outcomes are readily addressed in the present model.
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Finally, it should be noted that the example described by Sappington

[1980a) is a special case of (PA-C). The findings in Section 3 extend

ane genrarate his results, and indicate that additional analytic and con-

ceptual difficulties are introduced into the analysis when the distribution

of :s ciscrete rather than continuous.

3. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS TO (PA-C) AND (PA-D)

There are a number of important differences between the solution to

(?A-C and the solut ion to (PA-D). However, there is at least one feature

that the two solutions share, as Theorem 1 indicates.

Theoremn 1. Whether the distributions of 0 are continuous or discrete,

it °ili never her optimal for the principal to offer to the agent -

a non-revealing contract that is not efficient.

Proof of Theorem 1.

NR
Suppose the opti.al non-revealing contract, S (x), is not efficient, and

dd
let kd represent the agent's expected utility under this contract when

the actual distribution of 0 is f d(a).

Consider that distribution, fr("), for which

m(d) _ - k. is aximized over d,

dere ~ :() - w(xd(),)]f (6)d6.

Also, consir hefficient contract s'(x) =x - k + kr.

r NPIt is straiL~htforward to show.. that the pair of contracts {s (x) and s 'x

provide the principal with strictly more expected utility than does sNRx

alone, because the total surplus is increased under fr (9) , h agent will
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choose contt s(x) unddr distribution f (e), the agent's expected utility is

not in:rased abv kr under distribution fT( 0 ), and, by construction, the

r NR
agent rll not prefer contact s r(x) to contract sR(x) under any distribu-

tion o thcr than fr().

The proo for the discrete case is exactly analogous, and the possibility of

non-Wi:ucine:ss or r poses no problems for the solution techniae.

Q.E.D.

T- approach to th e prob]em that is undertaken here is to distinguish

between the case in which the principal will choose to offer a single non-

revealing contract to the agent, and all other cases. Theorem 1 suggests

that in order to complfetely characterize the former case, it need only be

determined when it will be optimal for the principal to offer a non-revealing

efficient contract. It is in this rhat important differences

between the continuous and discrete analyses emerge. These differences

are made evident in Theorems 2 and 3.

Theorem 2. When the distributions of 0 are continuous, it is optimal for

the pr incinal to offer an efficient non-revealing contract to

the agent only when the expected surplus from efficient produc-

3
tion is the sae under all distributions.

The r _a e2, which .is an extension of the work of Sappington [1980a]

Cor~.~r-:, he the distributions of 6 are continuous, the set of con-

trets rom-: ch the agent is permitted to select will consist wholly

of efficient contracts only when the expected surplus fromi efficient

productio is the same under all distribut ions.
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orollary (proved for a special case in Sappington [1980a]) follows

fro- Theorem 2 and the fact that it is impossible to design efficient revealing

contracts since efficient contracts must be of the form s(x) = x - : (k a

constant) when e has a continuous distribution. This lattermost fact is

proved i n pendix B.

that when the agent is risk-neutral and the principal and agent

share the same precontractual information, an outcome of the agency rela-

ti onsip that is ex post Pareto-efficient is guaranteed. Theorem 2 and

its cornllary indicate that such an efficient outcome is guaranteed only

under a very restrictive condition when precontractual beliefs differ and

when S follows a continuous distribution. Theorem 3 suggests that the

conditions under which an efficient outcome- will be guaranteed even in the

presence of asymretric precontractual information are less restrictive

;n the-distril tion of 0 is discr!e~.

Theorem 3. When the distributions of 6 are discrete, it may be optimal

for the principal to offer an efficient non-revealing contract to

the agent even when the expected surplus from efficient production

is not identical under all distributions.

Proof cf Theocrem 3.

An e-~>su ie to prove the theoremn. To this end, let w(x,6) = (x/3)2

-- -- 2, n 1 1 2 2 -
D- . -, .- = 1 -2v=75/2 6 ,p p 2  3~ ~ 3~:~L =>:l

It is straightforward, alth-ough tedious, to show that the contract
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Proof of-Theoren 4.

1. If the opt ial non-revealing contract is not efficient, then, by

Theorea 1, the principal will offer revealing contracts to the agent. It

is sho.-m here that the optimal non-revealing contract is not efficient

(al ost always) when the agent's expected utility cannot be held to zero

under both distributions with a single efficient contract. The analogous

result for the case of revealing contracts can then be proved using

iden:ticaltechniques. The proof of this latter result is omitted.

2. if rhe agent's expected utility cannot be held to zero under both distribu-

tions wit h an ef ficient contract, then either the optimal non-revealing

contract holds the agent's expected utility to zero under both distributions

and is inefficient (in which case the proof is complete), or the agent's

:-ied utility under the optinal contract is strictly positive under at least

one distribution. Suppose this latter possibility is the relevant one.

3. The form of the optimal contract is derived from the solution to (PA-C)

with d = 1,2, If the solution is a pooling contract (which is inefficient

because there is a unique efficient outcome argociated with each state of

nature), then, again, the proof is complete. Suppose, then, that the optimal

contract is not a pooling contract.

4. Le: t.. artd ;,.. be the Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints

(a :') - -p a c iv ely, he, after som nipulat ion arnd proof by

contradiction it can be shown that vi I.. = 0 MJj > i + 1 and Vj < i - 1,

and that if it. . > 0, 1.. = 0 vi,j, and also that the necessary conditions
1.3 Ji

for a maxiLmum include
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n 1 1

=fh(2epn.,and
1 j..J J

2 i11.7(x. +)1± .4.w (x a.) -w (x.~o.)] = 0 (4.2)
3= 13 J 1 x 1' j x 1i

? ,...,n whlmre an n = +1n 1 C -0,

5. Tfhere are four distinct cases to consider:

CASE 1: h . > 0 and Ih. > 0. CASE 3: h., < 0 and h., > 0.
1 1 -x-+1 _ 1-=l

CASE 2 : h. > 0 and hb. < 0. CASE 4: h. < 0 and -h i < 0.
1 ~ i+ 1- i1=

6. Consider CASE 1. and assum e that it is. when d = 1 that the agent's ex-

-. cc tility is strictly posit_-i.- so that a1 = 0. Thenfiron. (4.1)

". I =~ h.; and a,, = 0.1,1-1 a i+1, +1 aii i +1

Hence, from (4,2) ,-

d 1ix 1 1 i+1 x 1 1 x 1l ill

so .that wia (x ; S0) < or equivalently x . < xY because the right hand side

of thi.s euativn i s strictly positive since w .,x)< 0.

1
7. i-T, tins showltht w<hen a. 0, in:

p.1-w(v, e.,))=4 'h1,;,t(, 0 )--v (x. E.)]- ;[i,.-p.]Fi.-uJ(x.,.)J.
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8.1 By convention, p> p in the least productive state, -i, in which

probabilities are not equal under both distributions. Hence, x is

deterined according to Case 3, so that if X = 0, xk x almost always.

Sis only when equation (4.3) holds at x= xi (which will fail to be

the c almost always when distributions of 0 are generated randomly)

o e cptimal non-revealing contract can be efficient.

9. Si~lar arguments reveal that when A2 " #o x+1 almost always,

proso t.at the proof is complete.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 suggests that in order to determine when the optimal set

of contracts will not consist. wholly of efficient contracts, it is

sufficient to determine when it is impossible for the principal to

derive the agent of any expected surplus from production with efficient

contracts. To this end, Leima 1 expo s the properties of that efficient

contract which holds the agent to zero expected surplus under one

distribution of Q and minimizes his expected surplus under the other

distribution. Since the value of output produced in any state is fixed

(at its efficient level) under this contract, Ot is only the payoff

differentials, s.- s. 1 , that are subject to control by the principal..
z z-1.

The oprial manner in which to set these differentials (subject to the

seli-selec:ion (SSW) constraints) depends in an important way (which is

an a l i S~c tion 5) upon the value of both cumm~iulat ive

-cds:ro - ons -:r a in any particular s tate.

Lewa 1. Th ovicient contract {(x*,s ), ... , (x^,s )} that awards the
11 l n

agent zero expected utility under distribution d (= 1 or 2) and also

awards him the least possible expected utility under distribution

r (r d, r =1 or 2) has the following structure:
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(a)

(b)

S1 r S1-- i.

Si- s'-

-~~~~~ o~.&)- ~ 3)foral i such that

n d

w(~: ~ ~.O for all i such that

n rii ili-

L 
di

J "
_i J=1

Proof of Lemma 1

Prop: r :_ s (a) a nd (b) characterize the solution to the f ollowaing probie:

S

subjeact to:

p [s. wx
1=l1

S. ;~(.6) .- w(x, ,O.)
Z- 1 J 1

Vi,j = 1, ... , n.

The techniques employed to derive the solution to this problem are very 
s h l r t h s u l n d i h r o f T e r m 4 n r m t e

here.

Q .E.D.

The conclusions of Lemana 1 can be used to derive a simple test which

deter- '_.s for any ua3ir of distributions of 0 whether the optimal set of

contac __ f - :ist wholly of efficient contracts. The test is essentially

levl f ;ocatd urlu thtrhe ae, rec i~s, -

rid in Lei? a 1 under each of the two possible distriu

ti.ons. t is stated as Theorem 5 and it note that if the TminimL~um

level of ected. utility to which the agent can! be .Held under, say distri-

bution 2, ;ith aim efficient contract that grants the agent zero expected

surplus u.u .~rht1on1is Poriiv1-e (i.e. ,i Un(2/1 >) > ), thenl
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the ri:ncipal will offer the agent at least one inefficient contract almost

always (by Theorem 4). If, on the other hand, the minimum level of expected

Tin
utility is -non-positive for both distributions (i.e.,. if U (2/1) 0

and U (1/2) < 0), then the principal can extract all of the surplus

from the agent with efficient contracts, and will do so. The analytic

conditions (expressed in terms of the probability distributions and the

agent's utility function) that distinguish these possible cases are stated

here as Theorem 5.

Theoren > (Analytic Test for Optimality of Inefficient Contracts)

Definemin 2 1 1Dein U (2/1) E [p. - p.] q (z)

and

her e

j=2 " z=2

min 1 2 2
U (1/2) E [p. - p.] (z)

j=2 z=2

~ (z) = g(h ) [W(x , 6_ - w(x , )]
z z Z-1 z, z

+ [1 - g(h)] [w(x 1 ,O 1 ) - w(x ,

2
q (z) = g(h ) [w(x ,' Z) - w(x ,6 )]

z z1z1z-l z

+ [1 - g(h )] [w(x ,O z,) - w(x ,6 )],
z z- zz

1

g~h )U

if

if

h ><0

hL _0 ,

hz --

and
n 1 2

h 1 [p1 p.]-Zl 2. il z

(1) U' ~ (1/2) > 0
Irin

or U (2/1) > 0,
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The optial set of contracts will contain at least one contract that is not

efficient alnost always;

(2) n (1/2) 0 or Um n (2/1) = 0,

the principal will of fer the agent an efficient non-revealing contract;

(3) Un (1/2) < 0 and Umn n(2/1) < 0,

the princial will offer the agent a pair of revealing contracts, both of

which are efficient.

The proof of Theorem 2 is outlined in Appendix C.

Theorems 1, 4, and 5 characterize completely the optimal strategy

for the principal given any pair of discrete distributions of 8 and the

agent's utility function. To demonstrate that the conditions under"which

iefficient contracts will be observed are both likely in practice and

: .onomic importance, the conclusions of Section 4 are presented.

4. INEFFICIENT CONTRACTS AND STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE

In this section, it is shown that there is at least one important

class of pairs of discrete distributions under which the principal will

offer the agent at least one inefficient contract almost always. In

order to specify this class precisely, the following definition is

essental

bution (2) if and only if

n n
.>_p. for all j =1, ... , n.

.j . - .3
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Note that with the convention that p2 
>P1 in the lowest state (8) in

which probabilities are not identical under both distributions (which

n 1 2

imolies that h, > 0 where h = [p. - p.]), distribution 2 cannot

1=z

stochastically dominate distribution 1.

£<fore the main relationship between inefficient contracts and

distributions that stand in a relation of stochastic dominance is stated

in Theorem 6, a note on the economic significance of stochastic dominance

is in order. In its role as a "productivity parameter", E could be

regarded as an indication of the random "output/error" ratio in production..

Thus, the advent of a technological improvement which systematically

reduces the probability of low output/error ratios and increases the

probability of high ones is just one example of a situation in which one

distr'ibution of S (reflecting superior technology).may stochastically

t .- ate another.

Theorem 6. In an inf ormational environment in which one distribution

of v stochastically dominates the other, the set of contracts that

the principal will offer the agent will contain at least one inefficient

contract almost always.

Proof of Theorem 6.

1. Suopose distribution 1 stochastically dominates distribution 2. Then

1 2
h 2 ) p. p.]_>0 9z=1 .,n

i2.z

2. I;can b shon that the conclusion of Theorem 5 is unchanged if g (fniz

1 if h > 0
g(n1 ) =

z if h < 0.
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ThI'eref-ota , when distribution 1 stochastically dominates distribution 2,

g0h) =I i~o that from Theorem 5,

1 j
2 1 v1 tim1 2

.. s, (2/I) =_R [p.-1p] b1(),and U (112) =~ [p,-p.]2

j=2 JZ=2 j=2 z=2

where b2 (z) _= w i,ez. ) - w(x ,62)] > 0, and

b(z) =[w(x , O ) -w(x, )] >0 V z.

3.Tharing thesexpressionS and recombining terms, it can be shown that

"n 1in

_-'= (2/1) -= b1 (z)h < 0, and Umi (1/2) j b2 (z~h > 0.
Z ZZ 2Z

4. The proof is then complete by condition (1) in Theorem 5.

Q.E.D.

T"liz

It can be show n that when Ur~n (2/1) < 0 and Ui (1/2) > 0,- the

__Lrof contracts that constitute th e optimal strategy for the principal

-- -L-L1hold th~e agent's expected utili ty level to zero under distribution' 2,

and grant the agent an expected return which is strictly positive under

distribution 1. Thus, when one distribution (1) stochastically dominates

another (2), the agent's expected utility will be held to zero when the

actual distribution is 2, but will be strictly positive when the actual

dis tryibution is .. It should be noted that the conclusions cited in

herem6 rel tr e f the distributions of 0 are continuous, because

if one c itnuous distribution stochastically dominates another, the
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Corollary'. 'hen -the distributions of 0 are such that under each one, on'ty

two diferent states of nature may occur, the optimal strategy for

the principal will always be to induce an inefficient outcome in some

s tt:es of nature.

Proof ofCorollary.

S2 1
The corollary follows from Theorem 6 because, by convention, p> p 1 .

Hence, h > 0 and h > 0, so distribution 1 stochastically dominates1= 2

distribution 2 whenever each distribution places positive probability on

only he same two states of nature. Using techniques similar to those

outlined in proof of Theorem 4, it can also be shown that the corollary

is true as stated, and need not be expressed as a "probability-one"

statement, as in the case with Theorems 4, 5, and 6.

Q.E.D.

5. AN EPLA\NATEON ±~ ~REiULTS

Ideally, the principal would like to hold the agent s expected utility

to zero with an efficient contract under every distribution. This strategy

would guarantee that the agent was granted the smallest possible share of

the largest possible surplus under each distrf.-:tion, However, since the

principal does rot.know the actual distribution, he cannot always accomplish

this goal. Theres '2 through 4 indicate that the conditions under which

it will 0e53osi-i to do so are more restrictive when 0 has a continuous

rat he- oan a dAscr et e d istribution. Th e fundamen tal reason for this result

is ta iz eto contracts that are efficient when the distribution of 0

is conti-.ou~ s a proper subset of the corresponding set w~hen 0 has a discrete

distribut ior..
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Wan 6 is distribut . continuously, an efficient contract must be of

the fco, s(x). = x - k (k a constant), as is proved in Appendix B. Con-

suently, the only way in which the principal can ensure that the total

expec red surplus is as large as possible under each distribution is to offer

the no=-revealing contract s(x) = x .- k . where k. minimum k(d) and
P.minM in

nn d
d

; c; = [:= (a)- w(x*(e).6)]f (A)dE3. This contract, though, rill grant the

ag t strictiy positive expected utility under all distributions for which

the expected surplus from efficient production (k(d)) exceeds k . . Theorem
mlD

2 re-:'ae.s that as lC:n as it is not the case that k(d) = k. Ud = 1,...,D,
main

it wiil not be opti-al for the principal to pursue this strategy. Instead,

the principal should sacrifice some of the total surplus under at least one

distribution in order to obtain more favorable terms of trade with a

different contract under at least one other distribution (as indicated in

'4
Theorem 1). .

When the distributions of 9 are disrete, however, the principal gains

sufficient flexibility in the design of contracts to admit the possibility

that the total surplus can be maximized and the agent's expected utility

held to zero under every distribution of 6, even when the expected surplus

is not identical under each distribution. The additional flexibility stems

from the fact that the self-select ion constraints (SSW) are, in an important

sense, less estrictive under discrete distributions than under continuous

ones. ~~-el ection contraints in (PA-D) require that under an

W~r, .) w::9, ) s -s.< w(xi,6e. ,) -w(x? 51-1 i= 1 1-1 1 -i 1-lo -
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in any two contiguous states, and 0 .. Thus, the self selection con-

straints impose upper and lower bounds on the allowable difference in compensa-

t ion that can be awarded the agent for efficient production in contiguous

states. As 6. approaches the level of 0. (the limiting case being chara;-

teristic of a continuous distribution) the upper and lower bounds converge

so that the principal's freedom to manipulate payoff differentials for

5
different levels of performance disappears.

The importance of being able to manipulate payoff differentials more

freyis that it permits the principal to render a particular contract more

or less attractive to the agent under one distribution without sacrificing

the total surplus or changing the agent's expected utility from that contract

under another distribution. This is the essence of the example described

in t:e proof of Theorem 3. In that example, a lump-sum type contract that

bell the agent's expected utility to zero under the first distribution "l"

::nsisting of allocations A 1 , A2 , and A3 in Figure 1) would provide the

agent with a strictly positive level of expected utility under the second

distribution "2". However, by increasing the payoff to the agent for pro-

ducing xi and reducing the compensation awarded the agent for producing x'

and x* so as to leave unchanged the agent's pect ed utility under distribu-
3

tion 1, the efficient contract (A', A', and A! in Figure 1) becomes less1'2'

attractive to the agent in states more productive than 01, states which are

lyore likely to occur under distribution 2 than under 1.

when the pair of possible distributions are discrete, consider, initially,

the situation in which x1 , ... , x have somehow been determined and it is

the principal's task to choose s , ... , s optimally. Furthermore, suppose

that the princ-ipal chooses s .. sn such that, for some s. and s
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n 1y 2

s - s < w(x.,e. ,) - v(x. G. ) where h. 2(p.p- p <0. This
'i i-1 i 1- 1-l, 1-1 1 - - -. 3

specification cannot be optimal for the principal; for suppose the princip.I

were to increase s. (by As.) without changing [s. s. ] V j j .i, i.e.,

suppose [s . - s . ] is increased by As. without otherwise altering the
i 1-1

structure (or form) of the contract. (Not e that this perturbation requires

that all s, j = i, ... , n in the original contract be increased by As..)
J

Then the agent's expected utility from this new contract under distribution

2 exceeds the corresponding measure under the original contract by T2

.n 4_-
p ... Also the agents expected utility from the new contract is

j=1 P.
incrased by T = )t p As. under distribution 1. Therefore, if this new

1 ._.i3=1
contract were amended by reducing the payoff to the agent in every state of

nature by T,, the agent's expected utility under this new amended contract
1

would still be zero under distribution 2. However, under distribution 1,

t he. 's expected utility from this same ontract would fall short of the

es.ponding level under the original contract by T2 - T > 0. Consequently,

since the proposed modifications of the original contract reduce the agent's

expected utility (without altering the total expected surplus), the original

contract could not have been optimal for. the principal.

Hence, whenever the probability that a state of nature .at least as

high as 0. will be realized is greater under distribution 1 than distribution

2, it ill be optical for the principal to set s. as far above s. as

possible without violating the self-selection constraints characterized by

ecuirrct, [s - s. 1 ] will always be set' at its minimum level, w(x ,6.) -

.v(x. ,.), whenever h. > 0.

Thus, the conclusions of Lemma 1 and the analyt ic conditions o f

Theorem 5 arc explained. What remains to be explored is the nature of

tte benefits which accrue to the principal when inef ficient outcomes are

induced.
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A p __ _ o=-'n ^ the r / (d/j", : 7 rC rn t explains v, -1r \en the

pr i ncial can deterin both x. and s,,I=1 .,n his expected
. 1 1..

u'tility is increased, ceteris parlus, if he chooses these variableCs so

ato maximize the increase (or gain, C) in the agen t ts ex post utility

lCel 3in state 6z over that achieved in state 0. whenever h. < 0 and
1 ~i-1i

to mini .:ze the sawe gain whenever h. > 0. However, two additional conp]4-

cations are introduced when the principal can determine x . i..

in additlion to the associated compensation levels. First, changes in any

x, ateth e total available surplus fram production. Second, a change

in any x_ nay affect the Magnitude of both G. and G
J J J.+1.

To examine these effects in more detail, consider, first, Case 1 in

the proof of Theorem 4, where hi > 0 and hi+l > 0. As explained above,

for .any levels of x j i-i ,i-F, s. and s should he set in the
J 1

; t imal non-revealing contract ct

S S ._ .w(xi.,0;) - w(xi-,0.)
1 1i-I 1

and s1.+1 - Siw(x 0 e+)-~w(x. 0 +).

Cons equent ly,

G. [s, - w(x1,,0 ) s~ w(x._-',61 9)]

w~.1 0.) (x. ,@), and

w sx. , 1. 1 - w-

y1 - - 'r

_ ~v~ hatwhe te cntrct s srutcdiotlal"
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of a deviation from the efficient contract is zero (see footnote 4), it

will always be optimal for the principal to set x. below its efficient

level whenever the distributions of 0 are such that both h. and hi+1 are

strictly positive.

Similarly, in Case 4 where h. < 0 and h.< 0, G. can be shown to
i = +1=

be a (strictly) increasing function of x. (for h. < 0) when S. and Si+1

are chosen optimally in the non-revealing contract, and Gi+1 can be shown

to be independent of the level of x.. Thus, in order to maximize- both G.

and G..+ (subj ect to. the usual efficiency considerations), the principal

will set :. above xi in Case 4.
1 1-

In Case 2, where h. > 0 and h . < 0, it can be shown that when the
i+1=

contact is structured optimally, both G. and Gi+1 are independent of the
1 i-rl

magnitude of x.. ience, the optimal strategy for the principal is to

i the total surplus in the 'eent that 8i occurs, i. e. , set x. x*.
11 1

(Note that the same logic explains why x, is set at its efficient level

when h.= 0 in Case 4.)

It is only in Case 3, where h. < 0 and h. > 0 that some ambiguity

is introduced. Here, the principal will, ceteris paribus, benefit from

increases in G. and decreases in C . However, when the contract is
i+1

structured optisally, both G.. and G. ,are increasing functions of x.,
1i irrl1

so tat anv increase in- .. will increase both G. and C .. It is only
+1

hentheexpcmdbenf its from increasing G. (through an increase in x.)

that an ef ficient outcome will be realized in state 0. under the optimal

non-revealing contract. When discrete distributions of 0 are randomly

generated, this event will occur with probability zero.
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In summary, the principal may induce an inefficient outcome in some

states of nature under the optimal (set of) contract (s) because the in-

efficiency permits him, ceteris paribus, to increase (or decrease) the

ex post level of utility awarded the agent in those states beyond the

maximum (or minimum) feasible level under an efficient contract. This

added flexibility may be of benefit to the principal because it permits

him to reduce the expected surplus awarded the agent under some distribu-

tions of 0 without increasing the agent's expected surplus under other

distributions. However, because the ability of the principal to manipulate

actual payoff differentials is greater when 6 follows a discrete rather

than a continuous distribution (as indicated in equation (5.1)), the

prircipal may not need to resort as often to inefficient outcomes to

imr-pose the desired "discipline" on the agent when the distribution of

o is iscrete.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A standard result in the principal-agent literature claims that in

the absence of limited liability considerations (of the type analyzed by

Sappington [1982]), the contract that the pri'.pal will offer to a risk-

neutral agent is an efficient contract. This result, though, is based

on the assumption that the principal a.nd agent share the same precontractual

belie

Thi paper has deonstrted~1 tha inflCcicent contracts are Often

optimal for the principal in the presence of precontractual information

asywusetry between principal and agent. The nature of the expected

benefits derived by the principal from the introduction of such inef fi-

ciencies was characterized, and relatively simple conditions were derived

to determine when an arbitrary memnber of the class of informational
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enviroments considered here would give rise to an -inefficient outcome

in some sgates of nature. These conditions were also shown to vary

dependng upon whether the distributions of 0 were continuous or

discrete.

n conclsion, a few brief comments on two possible extensions of

the ciel are offered. To begin with, it should be noted that sufficient

compericion among perfectly-informed agents can eliminate the phenomenon

of iHefficient outcomes in the presence of information asymmetry. If a

large number of identical agents are all aware of the true distribution

of c before a contract must be signed, then the principal need only carry

out an auction (of the type discussed by Demsetz [1968]), with the agents

bidding for the right to carry out production and retain the entire value

of their output. The winning bid among risk-neutral agents will approach

e expected surplus from efficien producti on given the true distribution of 6.

Hence, even without any knowledge of the true distribution, the principal

can capture t:e entire (actual) expected surplus with the aid of such an

auction.

In addition, it should be noted that the structure of the model ccrv-

sidered here incorporates important restrictions on the nature of the

information asymmetry between principal and agent. In particular, both

parties agree on the set of possible distributions of 0 and the extent to

wih- e ai~ ts information is better than that of the principal. Absent

suchstrrer, aterative formulations of the model need be derived and

explici scenion need be awarded the .incentives of both principal arnd

agentto -sre:;resent their knowledge of the informational environment. 6

Such~ phnmn ep pear wor thy of further investigation.
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FOOTNOTES

The author is especially indebted to Rober. D. Willig and 'Andrew

Postlewaite, and also to Edward J. Green for their excellent comnents

and suggestions. Any errors which may remain are, of course, my own.

1. It is assumed throughout that when the agent is indifferent among two

or more contracts (or among two or more levels of effort), he will

choose the one most preferred by the principal, were he to share the

agent's information.

2. The v alue of output x*($.) that is ex post Pareto efficient in state

§. is defined by the equation w (x*(6.),.) = 1.
1 X 1 1

3. The expected surplus from efficient production under continuous
8

d n d
distribution f () is defined to be J[x*() - w(x*(O),O))f ()d6.

The expected surplus from efficient production under discrete distri-

n ri
bution d ir defined to beY p'~[x^ - w(x ,.)].

.i-l 1 1. 1
l= ±

4. This result is due, in part, to the fact that the first-order effect

on the total surplus of a deviation from the efficient contract is

zero. To see this, note that the total surplus in any state 0. is

x. - w(x.,O.), the derivative of which is zero when evaluated at
1 1 1

x. =x.
A. 1

5. This fact is captured mathematically in the formulation of (PA-C)

contained in the proof of.Theorem 2. There, the self-selection

constrit (SSW) are represented by arn equation of motion rather-

than b Dppe £,.d low~er bounds on allowable paymient differentials.

6. For exemple, if the agent knew that only a single distribution of 0

were in fact possible, it would be in his interest to have the

principal believe (in error) that an additional distributiorn that is

stochastically dominated by the true distribution might also occur

(as suggested in the discussion which follous the proof of Theorem 6).



I. Th th~re: is prov dthrough inspection of the necessary conditins

for C-a: :jn of the Hamiltonian function associated with (P-Cwhr

xd ) : (&) ';d =1, D. The agent's utility function U (r) serves as

the- s ata variable and x (0) is the control variable in the formulation

considered here .

The nec essar y condit-ons include

a [ - w (,O)fd (6) - § (e)w (x, 6) = 0 (A.l)
x sxO

u(®) = - 0(x,Oe)

rA( _ d d a(5 (A.2)
d=:1

1n

where . and (c) are the multipliers associated with the d-th individual

rationality con:stra-int and the equation of motion, respectively. Note that

the equation or motionl accounts for the (SSW) constraints, and the (SS3)

con stra=7' s tareomitted since only a single contract is considered here.

Note ao attesoliutI ova to this problem need not, in general, have s ()



._A2-_

dDd d j u

3. From (.2, (6)Ad}-\ F (0)} d where F (8) = f(8})d .i ote
d-1l

Dd
al so that since §(9. ) = 0 by the transversality cohzdit ion, ' X = L.

*4. Let the fitst in distribut ions be those for which the agent'~s expected

hsfeld to zero uinder this efficient contract . Recall r1 < D by

Also, le t the frst j ditribu ti ons be those distributions

fo wh X > d (Note that 1 < j < in since by hypothesis, we cannot

1-av ed'1, d > 0 'd= ,D, and Ad = 0 Vd > in by construction.)

5. ;-- Th -e fore -- (0 = D dd o V where. d d -- d Now,
d=l d=j+l

lettLing thre range of all integrals be the interval [01,06]n define

k. ~0 w(x:(&),0)]f (O)de for d 1 ,...,n. Then it follows that

ffx= (S) - w&9==( ) ,0) k-.}fd (o)de

Ddyd
3di w -x- (0) k }fd (0)do > 0,where a-d 1'

d=j+l

w.,hich is a contradiction.

Q.E.D.



!!PEXNDIX B

Ler:aLe;r,. efficient contract m us t be a differentiable f unction of x

A. 46 ~ has a continuous distribution with strictly positive support

or' theaintervalV l .

Proor cofL""m a.

3. neself-se lect o n constraints (SSA,) require that for every efficient

contract, S^(r) ,

1.7 to. -(> Y~ s^(:) -s* (x;Y ~,) -xa( x',)

1 11 3JJ13 3

for any x^ c [x~,~)and for all x~ > x.
J n1 .3

2. By the Mean value Theorema, there exist x', x" s [xx1] such that

1 .- 1 = w (xv,%) and

xx
1 J.0

because wrx.&) is a continuous function of x f or all 8.

3 .a. :: - x because x',*(6) is a cont inuous funct ion of 8.

w (y ,6e.) < 5 (x'Y) < w (x O ,0),
33 x = > 3j' j3



x;her e

x--
-1 J i1 J

4. Th am rg uents a be emiployed to show that for all Y- < K

4 -x Jx j J3

w-her e

S limit{(x:)

5. Therefore, the lef-t-hand and right-hand derivatives of s (x) exist and

are identical f or all values of x c (x ,xL) .Ln

Q. E.D.11

The following proposition then f ollo ws directly from the lemma.

roiosi t ion.an efficient contract must be of the form s (v) x-_

(k a constant) when 0 has a continous distribution with strictly

positive support on a closed interval.

Pr0o o fronositi zn

Sice:~ cooesx() to aximizeAs((0)) - w(x(0),6) in each state,

on a::i ce_ c, c must have s* (x) = 1 for all x.
x

Q E .



APP.E TXC

1 . Usinzg Le. =-a l1, it can be shown that under the .contract described there,

the increrase in utility received by the agent in state. 6 over the

level receivgyed in sta-e 01 is. qd (z), ,2 hs

S T, (. =s- q(X 6 d(2

and more generally,

S.i-s1 -,w.)= s - ++ qq(z).
J J J Iz=2

2 . Using this relationship and the fact that

r d d - 'w,
p . [s. 4( .,e. J 0

3-'1 J 3 2

ican be shown that

s -:x01,01)=- r. q z), and
1j=2 ~Z=2

n
(1/2) Lp. [s.- w(Y J.)

"= J J2

1'22 3
j-2 J 3 z=2

3. Sim ilar analys es can b e performed to derive the stated expression for

Q . ).
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